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11/14/2012 2:01
take RNA drops?
Yes, we've had people ask that question.
Hybridization of wheat, packed with protein. Ramped up gluten.
Start slow. Only a drop dosage.
Step outside the box for transformation.

5:25 Barley processed by sprouting first. Alcohol base?
Not in alcohol. We measure sugars.
Old-Fashioned recipe for barley water.
Barley important grain in the Bible.
D-Cell water purifier used barley.
Helps us to focus on one organic grain transform into something
wonderful.
I-Block water purifier.
Environment around us is changing. We are keeping up with that.
Balance with the environment. We aren't afraid of it.

Transforming our bodies, how does that come about?
We are making new cells.
Much information that backs up what RNA drops accomplishes.
98% of your genetic material is not organized.
Engaging and organizing 98% of your genetic material.
Produces life for you.
Encounter more goodness in yourself.

14:08 Who, what, where, when, why, how are amazing.

Should we take it with the RNA Drops?
Yes, it's a compliment. It has 2 important amino acids.

Eliminates toxins.
Lots of activity supported by co-factors.

23:43
Importance of Sulfur

Also reduce obesity. Perhaps the sulfur issue.

Watch power point carefully. Specialists fit everything into their
theory.
Sulfur is important because we are making new cells/DNA.

32:50 Depressed Daughter in Law

RNA Drops weren't helping enough by themselves.

Do gluten free people who do not have celiac disease

No less than-ness of the negative propaganda we hear.

YouTubes on RNA Drops
Realine - please give us a summary of its importance

PowerPoint on Taurine from conference.
Methylated Bs will help their pathways; better digestion.

Stephanie Senoff Taurine 
iON talked about Taurine during RNA Drops conversations.
Dr. Mercola interviewed Dr. Senoff, MIT scientist

iON said ReAline will get rid of cellulite.

Magnesium Taurate is best nutrient for the heart.
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20 clinical studies with 85% success rate.
Natural product with no side effects.

Able to support people who take their product.
Support nutrients for out of balance neurotransmitters.

40:12
Listen to Your Gut Protocol for 5 weeks

System stressed out from over-use.

If there's something going on that you can't swallow, you want to
flush it out. Body is trying to alleviate this stress.

47:33
Open capsule and take a little sprinkle at a time.
Taking whole pill is like taking a laxative.
Every new food, the body wants to be safe. It may reject it.

49:22 RNA Drops are not necessary for animals.
If animal has cancer, would RNA drops work.
We now are testing products for animals.
Let animal lick it off finger and see if they enjoy it.
Going very slow in our testing. Animals are sensitive. 
When animals develop human diseases, may be a different story.
Rationalists vs. Empiricists

53:52

Pills have the kind of magnesium that attracts water.

It's not enough.
56:25

No big deal.

58:17
(Ear Ringing not from loud noises; comes from my digestion)
Stress creates both; also liver issues.
Worse if I drink alcohol.
Yeast overgrowth makes you feel terrible when drinking alcohol.
Yeast in ears might change pressure.
Also it can deposit toxins that develop calcification.
Have you looked at yeast overgrowth?

I-Cell Patent

Dr. Carolyn tells Scott's story.

Always changing meds.
Counselors who help you how to take with meds.

Strength of chemical reactions. Abram Hoffer
Daughter with Crohn's Disease

86-Year old with Crohn's disease has improvement but no testimonial

Crohn's, Collitis, and IBS - 85% of seratonin receptors are in the gut.

Best probiotic for small intestines is prescript assist.
IBS worked with GAP's diet

ReAline has magnesium. Why should they take ReMag
Couldn't get enough magnesium in ReAline.

Minimal amount of magnesium with methylated Bs.
Was built for anti-oxidant glutathione production.
Only has 50 mg Magnesium to activate the Bs.

Can you open the ReAline capsule? Yes.
If you are afraid of RNA drops/ReAline, get friendly with it.

Metabolic syndrome, syndrome X – ReAline developed for that.
Tentanitis and digestive issues are increasingly getting worse.
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